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Application of economic evaluations to the pharmaceuticals is termed as pharmacoeconomics.
There is a prolonged significance in the assessment of economic efficiency of health care
programmes which is accomplished through economic evaluation where the costs, benefits
and consequences of alternative new drugs, therapies and treatments are compared and
contrasted. Various fundamental forms of evaluations such as COI, CBA, CMA, CEA etc are
widely used and thereby estimates whether the enhanced significance in economic analysis is
promising to the patients, clinicians and the society. Outcomes research deals with the
identification, measurement and evaluation of the result of healthcare researches in general.
Keywords:Cost Effective Analysis, Cost Benefit Analysis, Cost Minimization Analysis.

Health Economics

INTRODUCTION

maximum number of expensive drugs. But this

Health economics is basically defined as the
science dealing with the assessment of costs
and benefits. It does not make decisions about
use of resources instead inform them. The
objective is to recognize what is more efficient,
so that largest amount of benefit can be obtained
for a given sum of money. However in healthcare,
efficiency and efficacy are not the prime targets
since we might consider care for dying patients,
hope of survival in patients suffering with serious
diseases.

focuses on drug costs in isolation, when what

Pharmacoeconomics

should be of greater concern to decision makers,

Pharmacoeconomics is an important branch of
health economics that mainly deals with drug
therapy. It is the description and analysis of costs
of drug therapy to health care systems and

Healthcare stockers are making vigorous
attempts to reduce the costs of the drugs, by price
negotiations, budgets etc to meet the increasing
costs. Spending on drugs and their therapy is a
prime target to the government for savings in
costs pertinent to health care. Reasons that
constitute to this expenditure include the size of
the drug bill, drug utilization, unnecessary
prescribing of drugs, and prescription containing

healthcare professionals and the public is the
value of drug therapy, a function of both benefits
and costs (Walley and Davey, 1995).
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objective. Economic outcomes should be
considered important along with clinical and
humanistic outcomes in order to assess the true
value of healthcare interventions.

society. The research aims at identification,
measurement and comparison of costs and
consequences (humanistic, economic etc) of
pharmaceutical products and services
(Drummond et al., 2005). Various types of
methodologies used in this research such as costeffectiveness, cost-benefits, cost-utility, costminimization, cost-of-illness, cost-consequences
etc. The importance of Pharmacoeconomics can
be found in

Perspectives
When patients were treated with Alteplase, it
showed 1% decrease in mortality while
administration of streptokinase showed similar
outcomes with utilization of less money and
investment.

• Drugs to be included in formulary

These perspectives are broadly classified into
4 categories:

• Drugs showing maximum efficacy for a
particular individual/patient

Patient perspectives: As per the patient.

• Better drug delivery system to a hospital

Eg.: Insurance co-payments, Cost of the
drugs, etc.

• Development of a best drug for the
manufacturer
• Best drug for a particular disease

Provider perspectives: It can be either a
government or a private hospital.

• Improvement of quality of life of the patient by
a particular therapy.

Eg.: Lab tests, Hospitalization, Electricity, etc.
Payer perspectives: These are the direct
costs.

Pharmacoeconomics compares a new drug
with an already existing drug or a nonpharmacological intervention. If the new drug
proves to be more efficient than the existing drug
or therapy, savings can be made in healthcare
costs (hospitalization) or if the new drug has least
side effects relatively, only few drugs can be used
to treat the adverse effects thereby reducing the
cost and improving health.

Eg.: Government, Insurance Company.
Societal perspectives: It considers the benefits
of the society, includes both morbidity and
mortality.
Generally speaking, societal perspective is
seen as the most apt one however, a healthcare
worker with confined budget tends to overlook the
societal view and consider the expenses that
come under his own budget.

Outcomes
On the other hand, outcomes are used to explain
the results, value of healthcare intervention.
Patients are now being informed about the
decisions of their own healthcare and are looking
forward for more information related to humanistic
outcomes of their therapy. Quality of care along
with cost containment was found to be the main

For instance, study of migraine which took the
health perspective only might recommend the
sumatriptan was notably unsatisfactory and
abominable. In contrast, a study taking societal
perspective might come to an opposing
conclusion (Cull and Wells, 1992).
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Classification of Costs and Benefits

Economic Evaluation is basically of two types:

Costs

• Full

Category

Costs

Direct cost

• Partial

Drugs, Lab data,
Hospitalization, Health
care professional time

Partial

Full

Simple description
of outcomes or
resources

Same in cost but differ
in measurement of
outcomes.
More time, Resources
and efforts

Indirect cost

Morbidity, Mortality

Intangible cost

Pain, suffering, grief

Opportunity cost

Loss of opportunity,

Less time and
Less effort

Revenue forgone

Eg.: Simple

Eg.: CBA, CEA,

Cost Analysis

CMA, CUA.

Benefits
The benefits are measured in terms of:

Types of Pharmacoeconomic evaluations
(Robinson, 1993).

Natural units: Eg.: Number of years of life
saved, strokes prevented etc

1. Cost of Illness Evaluation

Utility units: State of well being. It is an effort to
evaluate the quality of a health state (Walley, 1997;
and Haycox, 1997).

2. Cost Benefit Analysis
3. Cost Minimization Analysis
4. Cost Effective Analysis

Consequences

5. Cost Utility Analysis

Consequences are mainly measured in the
following 3 terms.

Cost of Illness Evaluation (COI)

Clinical outcomes: Cure, comfort and survival.

It is also referred to as burden of illness. COIs
are important in Pharmacoeconomic evaluations

Humanistic outcomes: Physical, emotional,
social function, role performance

of new drug therapies. It identifies and estimates
the overall cost of a particular disease for a defined

Economic outcomes: Expense, saving, Cost
avoidance.

population (Drummond M, 1992). Measurement of
direct costs and indirect costs attribute to a

Positive consequences include increased life
span, improvement in the quality of life while the
negative consequences might be increased
adverse effects and toxicity. Assessment of both
the consequences is crucial.

particular disease. COI evaluation is not used to

Economic Evaluation

it is also necessary in COI evaluations to

It is defined as identification, measurement,
valuation and comparison of the costs and
consequences of alternatives being considered.

completely consider the study and design of intent.

compare competing treatment alternatives.
Eg.: Alzheimer’s disease.
Similar to other Pharmacoeconomic evaluations,

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)
CBA is a fundamental tool to improve the decision
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making process in deciding the funds to

objectives such as lives saved, disability days
avoided and cases treated.

healthcare programs (Boardman et al., 2005). It
is the broadest form of economic evaluation since

Results are expressed in ratio as:

all the costs and consequences are measured
in terms of same unit, i.e., money. Therefore,

• ACER: Average Cost Effective Ratio
• ICER: Incremental Cost Effective Ratio

assessment can be made on whether the total
costs of an intervention are justified by its total

ACER = healthcare costs/Clinical outcomes

benefits (Brown et al., 2003). Cost Benefit
Analysis mainly involves identification,

ICER =

measurement, comparison of the benefits and
costs of the program or treatment alternatives.

Cost of drug X - Cost of drug Y
Effect of drug X - Effect of drug Y

This formula yields the additional costs

(Bootman JL et al., 1979).

required to obtain additional effects gained by

Cost Minimization Analysis

switching from drug X to drug Y.

It is the most confined type of analysis and
Life
Life
Cost to
Years
Drug Cost Years Outcomes Gained
Gained
Ratio
per unit
currency

concentrates on costs related to health service
and is applicable only where the outcomes are
similar and need not be considered individually.
Cost Minimization Analysis comes into play when
two or more interventions have equal therapeutic
outcomes. It involves the determination of least
expensive alternative. As a rule of thumb,
alternative must have assumed equivalency in

X

A

P

A/P

P/A

Y

B

Q

B/Q

Q/B

Note: Cost or The additional life years saved =

safety and efficacy. It is a simple Pharmacoeconomic evaluation but outcomes must be

(B-A)/(Q-P)(ICER)

equivalent for analysis.

Cost Utility Analysis

Cost Effective Analysis

Cost Utility Analysis measures the consequences

The term Cost Effective Analysis generally refers
to the entire economic evaluation, but to be

in terms of quantity and quality of life. It is similar

precise, it refers to a particular type of evaluation,
in which the health benefits are defined and

aspect of certain point of view, most likely that of

measured in natural units. It helps the decisionmakers to opt the best possible alternative. It is

assisting in making decisions related to

used for the determination of a program or therapy
that accomplishes a given objective at least cost
(McGhan et al., 1978; and Bootman et al., 1979).
In CEA, the effectiveness is expressed in terms

chemotherapy, however, instruments that are

of monetary units that describe the desired

et al., 1991).

to cost effective analysis but has an additional
a patient. CUA has gained its importance by
healthcare programs such as surgery verses
reliable and sensitive enough to detect changes
with drug treatments like one antihypertensive
agent verses other are still required (Lyle Bootman
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In CUA, health states are given importance
pertinent to one another by using health utilities.
Then the better treatment between the two is
measured in terms of Quality Adjusted Life Years
(QALY) gained. (McGregor M, 2003).

evaluations and decision making. Therefore, it is
crucial to understand pharmacoeconomic
methods when seeking to use new costly drugs.
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0.5 QALY =year spent with a particular disease
An Eg.: to demonstrate the QUALY
Calculations:
Under treatment

No Treatment

Estimated years of
life = 5yrs

Estimated years of
life = 1 year

Quality of life in
relevance to

Quality of life in
relevance to

Perfect health = 0.8

perfect health = 0.4

QALY’s = 5*0.8 = 4.0

QALY’s = 1*0.4 = 0.4

QALY gained from treatment = 4 – 0.4
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effective for programs that bring about a decrease
in morbidity rather than mortality as in case of
arthritis.
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